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Abstract—The paper aims at researching if city-region is a way forward to China’s Urbanisation, mainly from the regional perspective through the analysis of the connotation of city-region. The paper point out it’s important that policy making for development purposes at the city-region level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of globalisation and economic restructuring in the late 1990s, regional and city scales have changed. A great deal of attention has been paid in the academic literature to the growing weight of sub-national arrangements. City-region is one of framework.

It’s also the period of rapid urbanization for China that the last two decades. Nowadays China passed the US to become the country with the largest number of urban residents in the world. Despite a long political and cultural bias against urbanization, market-oriented reforms since 1978 have created conditions that will transform China into a predominantly urban nation early in the next decades.

The China government is always seeking a more systematic approach to urban development. The approach should balance economy and environment, fairness and efficiency. As well it should strengthen agglomeration economies that can generate a wide range of employment opportunities for rural migrants.

The paper aims at researching if city-region is a way forward to China’s Urbanisation, mainly from the regional perspective.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The concept of the City-Region has a long history. It has been the basis for a wide variety of academic studies, not least in the central place theories of Christaller and Losch who saw hierarchical sets of cities nesting within each other and serving populations drawn from within regular hexagonal catchment areas at successively larger scales. More applied policy-relevant studies in England date from the early work of Smailes and Green in the 1940s and 50s and Senior (whose minority report on administrative boundaries in the 1960s argued for a City-Region approach).\(^2\)

(Robson, Barr et al. 2006) City-Regions essentially comprise a central urban core together with the relevant commuter hinterland. Their conceptual underpinning is clear: City-Regions are essentially functional definitions of the economic but also of the social ‘reach’ of cities. The aim in defining them is therefore to identify the boundaries of those areas in which a majority of the population see the core city as ‘their’ place – in which they may work, shop for certain types of goods, visit for entertainment and leisure pursuits, and with which they identify. As with any such geometry, there is bound to be fuzziness and overlap at the boundaries of many City-Regions; and the degree of self-containment is likely to vary for different kinds of activity – whether for commuting to work, shopping, leisure, or whatever.

Although successive reorganisations of local government in the last half-century have never embodied the geometry of City-Regions, the argument for their relevance as administrative or strategic entities has grown ever more powerful. The increased range of commuting brought about by greater car ownership and higher employment mobility has widened the functional area of English cities, as a result


making existing local authority district boundaries increasingly less representative of the real functional reach of towns and cities. Increasingly, the scale of governance decision-making and policy implementation in fields such as transport, housing and physical infrastructure investment have become divorced from the real functional areas of towns and cities. Realigning the two may be a powerful means of improving the efficiency of strategic planning for sub-regional areas, with consequent improvements in outcomes for all parts of the country.

The impulse for discussions about regional and sub-regional reform, and the apparently growing momentum for greater regional autonomy in the late 1990s, can be seen within the context of the extensive debate about the ‘re-scaling’ of institutional arrangements for governance, and economic activity, as a response to the challenges posed by economic globalisation. Briefly, the argument is that the advent of globalisation and the associated economic restructuring have eroded the power and scope of nation-states and has led to a re-invigoration of sub-national institutional arrangements operating at the regional and city scales. Together with the concomitant growth in powers assumed by supra-national bodies such as the EU, this has led to a ‘hollowing out’ of the nation-state, and a new and shifting relationship between bodies such as the EU, this has led to a re-approach to the definition of “glocalization” and the politics of scale”, in K. Cox (ed.), Spaces of globalization, New York: Guildford, pp.138-66;


III. CONNOTATION OF CITY-REGIONS

As noted above, travel-to-work is only one of a range of possible definitions of the City-Region concept. Since the linkages between cores and hinterlands vary in terms of different functions, (Robson, Barr et al. 2006) explores five different approaches to the definition of City-Regions:

A. Labour-market definitions

The most commonly used approach is to focus on labour markets, as measured by journey-to-work.

B. Housing-market definitions

City-Regions can also be defined as those areas in which households search for residential locations. This implies that house prices within such areas would move roughly in tandem. In theory, there is a close relationship between labour-market and housing-market areas since both are in principle strongly determined by commuting flows (at least for those households that are economically active). In practice, however, the search areas used by households making residential location decisions tend to be strongly influenced by their ‘mental maps’ of areas with which they are familiar. Residential moves within a labour market area consequently tend to be restricted to relatively short distances. Housing-market areas are therefore generally smaller than labour-market areas; for example, they frequently differentiate between sectors radiating out from core urban areas, so that house prices and the balance of supply and demand may be differentiated within wider labour-market areas.

C. Economic activity-based definitions

While access to labour markets is a key element of business performance, other aspects of the City-Region may be highly significant for economic competitiveness. The richness of the surrounding area in terms of potential links other businesses and business services may be important in terms of the supply chains and procurement activities of firms. In principle this would seem to be an element of growing importance as city-region-based activities come to play an ever more significant role in economic activity. It may also be that some aspects on the demand side are also relevant to the functioning of City-Regions. However, the difficulty in exploring either the supply or demand side is that there is a dearth of relevant data.

D. Service-district definitions

Service areas demarcate those regions from which users of city-based goods and services are drawn. Central place theory

postulated an elegant model of settlements in which customers use their nearest available service so that a large number of places offer a restricted array of frequently-used services and are nested within progressively smaller numbers of ‘higher-order’ settlements which offer increasingly wide arrays of more specialised services. While the geometrical patterns of central place theory have little potency today – given changes in service provision and increased mobility – the underlying principle of frequency of use and distance travelled still has some potency.

City-Regions based on higher-level services can therefore be defined in terms of the use of services such as major hospitals, theatres and concert halls, major shopping centres, international airports and the like.

**E. Administrative definitions**

Administrative regions can be considered a subset of service districts. While their boundaries are formal and ‘artificial’ they are functional areas in so far as services and strategies are developed within the defined boundaries. Some of the administrative areas are formal – for example, the structures of local authorities, agencies such as police, health authorities, learning and skills councils and the like, quangos, etc. – some are informal and based on non-statutory partnerships.

IV. CONCLUSION

Hence, policy making for development purposes at the city-region level-while likely to prove a useful approach – may need to be complemented with additional policies in order to maximize the advantages of better-targeted policies, enhanced policy innovation, and greater empowerment and improved governance, while minimizing the risks of inadequate financing, debt, lack of economies of scale and scope, capacity constraints and zero-sum territorial competition. Otherwise, the promotion of city-region approaches to development policy may simply become a recipe for greater inequality and for an even greater influence of elites on policy making at the local level.
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